Razer's Ride (The Last Riders Book 1)
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Beth Cornett is the town good girl, so staying out of the way of the motorcycle clubâ€™s dangerous
members was a no brainer. Unfortunately, she manages to catch the eye of Razer, who has every
intention of tempting her to take him on despite her misgivings. When her worst fears are realized,
she is left heartbroken, determined to forget her walk on the wild side.Razer was not going to
change for any woman, not even Beth. Their lifestyles were too different; betrayed she ran.
Realizing his mistake too late; she was not about to forgive and forget. It takes a killer intent on
targeting Beth to bring her back to him and The Last Riders for protection. Razer may have learned
his lesson, but this time, as long as she is at the club, she has to play by their rules.This work of
fiction is intended for mature audiences only. All sexually active characters portrayed in this ebook
are eighteen years of age or older. Please do not buy if strong sexual situations, multiple partners,
moderate violence and explicit language offends you.
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The story is not horrible if you are looking for an alpha biker story. What ruined this story for me was
the h. It was so unbelievably annoying to read how many times she would say one thing and do
another. For example, early in the book, after a very big betrayal by the H, the h is waiting to eat

with a character. The H shows up instead and the h says that she is leaving, but stays. Then it was I
am not eating with you, right after she eats what he orders her. There are many examples like that
that drove me insane. The most aggravating one happened later in the book after an even bigger
betrayal. The h says "I am not going to forgive you, I am not a doormat". She says this while half
naked in the H's bed two paragraphs before they agree to move back in together. I wish authors
would learn that readers need to SHOW the h actually not being a doormat by her BEHAVIOR. If
the authors or the h say she is not a door matt but then acts like a doormat, THEN SHE IS A
DOORMAT!!! It was so unbelievably annoying. But what was more vexing is how big the two
betrayals were in the book, especially the last considering what the h had already been through,
and how quickly the h caves into the H.***Spoiler*** There was a lack of resolution to the fact that
the H choose his gang over the h. Instead of the H standing up to for her, he too set out to willingly
and intentionally hurt and humiliate the h in the most painful way possible to her. The end lacked a
moment where the H realized his error. He never realized that the h should always be his priority,
that is love. Apparently his love for his friends trumpeted the h because he never regretted his
decision, just that she had to be hurt. Essentially, he would make the same decision again if he had
to.

I read at least a book a day. This is the first time I have written a review but I felt that disturbed after
reading this book. I have to at least vent.Spoiler Alert:I know a bit about Motorcycle Clubs, this read
more like a communal-sex-club.It is not believable that the minister being attracted to Beth and
knowing her scarred background would encourage Razor to pursue her. He knew Razor; he knew
what went on at the club. He knew it was a lifestyle with no fidelity to one person. Friday night was
"party" night which always included public sex and orgies.The h gives the H a precious gift and he
barely acknowledges it. That would have been a great place to give us something to like about him.I
think the author could have come up with a much more believable reason as to why they ignored
Beth when she was in the hospital. When Beth came to the club the scene with Razor and Bliss was
just wrong. WTF! The explanation as to why he was behaving the way he was just did not seem
justified. I could not get past that act. The tattoo was cute but did not in anyway remove the horror
of, once again, finding him with someone else. She had already seen him with several other people.
I know there has to angst between H and h but that was overkill.It would have been nice to see at
least one monogamous couple living at the clubhouse. Why would Beth want to live there? It also
would have made more sense, to me, if Beth said she wanted to be at the clubhouse on Friday
nights, showing she may not want to share herself or Razor with other people but she did enjoy

voyeurism. The fact Razor insisted they would be there Friday nights showed he was giving up very
little for the relationship but Beth was to live at the club most of the time.

I really hate rating a book under three stars, knowing the author put a lot of time and effort into
writing it, but this story was difficult to read to the end. I felt like every stereotype was thrown into
this book. It's filled with unlikeable characters and unreal situations. Also, it needs some light
editing.Our heroine, Beth, was raised by a preacher who pounded the fear of religion into her so we
understand why she is an uptight young woman. One minute she is the product of her upbringing,
shocked at a motorcycle club's (MC) party and the next, she's okay with it because she has feelings
for the Hero, Razer. Razer was my biggest problem with this book - he is a cruel and nasty man. I
know, some Heros start out as some version of this but Razor is just plain slime and who wants a
piece of that?! Beth has no self respect and I cringed when reading sections. She's one of those
girls that you just want to hug and tell her she's worth so much more. Most of the people portrayed
in this book were characterchures.Another huge issue was the level of unbelieveable events
contained in this story. The MC is really made up of college educated members who have a law
abiding business, nothing illegal, they just like to act like tough guys? Not true. Their thing is all
about sexual freedom and even though they treat women like dirt they are really respectful
underneath it all. I didn't buy this arguement. And if the the women are like sisters and there's no
jealousy just the love of sexual expression, why do they all hate Sam so much? since Sam is all
about the sex. How did Razer think that Beth, who looked and acted uptight from the moment he
met her, would be okay with orgies? Not buying this either, Razer just didn't care.
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